Quickfeat started in 1994 as the exclusive sourcing and manufacturing arm of a highly successful direct marketing retailer. From inception, our mission has been to develop competitively priced products sourced from quality materials. Our experience servicing catalog demand has given us an unmatched reputation in the industry for prompt delivery and flexible sourcing.

In 1998 the company spun off as a separate entity and began supplying products for wholesale and retail markets. Today, Quickfeat produces apparel, accessories, home products, sportswear and other general merchandise in Hong Kong, China, and Macau. We currently service over 30 customers located in countries around the world.
HISTORY

Our factory opened in 1963 in Hong Kong producing sweaters. Later we added wovens, cut & sewn knits and outerwear. In 1994 Quickfeat became the marketing arm of the factory while building in product categories and expansion. We’ve been in the industry for over forty years and are fortunate to build relationships with trading partners and friends.

Today Quickfeat has a central headquarters in Hong Kong and a branch office in the USA. Our staff manages a variety of functions such as the growing fabric library, product development, production, quality control and shipping.

CODE OF CONDUCT

At Quickfeat International we take our responsibility seriously to sustain a shared environment, provide a caring and healthy work place for each employee and to ensure that our overall business operates in a way that our customers and ourselves are proud to be affiliated with.
FABRIC AND TRIM SOURCING

The process begins by incorporating your concept with our fabric and trim network. We help you make a selection from the vendors in order to meet your target cost. When existing fabrics won’t do, Quickfeat’s staff has the expertise to help you create your own specialty fabrics. We’ll present trial weaves, strike offs, lab dips and sample yardage runs—making certain that every element is within the specification and timeline.
Once the fabric has been finalized, Quickfeat’s expert technicians develop the pattern, make suggestions, review the specifications package, bill of materials and grade rules. We will also develop style markers, submit proto and fit samples. Signature, care and content labels can be produced in-house or coordinated with the customer’s contacts. Critical attention is given to delivering photo and sales samples on-time.
PARTNERS IN PROCESS

MORE THAN A BUYING AGENCY

We have partnerships with specialized factories that produce categories outside our offering. Our customers have the unique opportunity to have Quickfeat manage their production through in-house facilities and supplement as necessary with outside facilities to achieve the optimum balance of cost, delivery, quantity and manufacturing skill.
Quality Control

Before garments are packaged, we make sure that our quality control standards are met during all stages of the production cycle and final inspection. When needed, the customer has the option to be provided with all packaging materials and bar coding. Letters of credit, shipment scheduling and documents, and visas are all handled by our in-house staff.
PRODUCT CATEGORIES
**SWEATERS**
Our roots began in the sweater industry over 40 years ago. We continue to share our technical knowledge and experience to a broad customer base. Due to our long history in our field, we are experts in understanding the complexities of sweater manufacturing.

**OUTERWEAR**
Quickfeat has been producing technical and non-technical outerwear for over 20 years. Our factories have been GORE-TEX® certified since 1988. We produce a wide range of insulated and non-insulated outerwear with synthetic, welded and natural fibers. Quickfeat has long-standing partnerships with several outside sources that can produce leather and denim apparel.

**WOVENS**
Quickfeat manufactures a large variety of woven garments. In addition to producing formal and casual shirts, shorts and pants, we produce more complicated garments like fishing vests, mountain parkas and zip-off-leg cargo pants.

**KNITS**
Quickfeat has many years of experience manufacturing apparel for top fashion brands worldwide. We offer facilities that can produce diversity in men’s, women’s and children’s formal and casual knitwear.

**SWIM**
We currently produce swimwear designed both for high fashion and high performance. Our mid to high end garments use performance fabrics with qualities such as UVA blockers, quick dry and anti-pill qualities. We are well versed in traditional ladies swimsuit styling as well as rash guards, sun shields, tankinis, surf shorts and skorts.

**LEATHER**
In the early 1990’s we realized that many of our customers were adding leather apparel to their product inventory. Through our manufacturing partners we now offer high-quality leather apparel.
OUTERWEAR
HOW TO REACH US

We welcome the opportunity to discuss your apparel programs and how we can become your clothing partner.

USA
19855 4th Street, Suite 106
Bend, OR 97701, USA
PHONE (541) 388 7525
EMAIL glennwillard@quickfeat.com

HONG KONG
Block D, 4th Floor, Eldex Building
21 Ma Tau Wai Road
Hung Hom, Kowloon, Hong Kong
PHONE (852) 2365 8068
EMAIL nadiahung@quickfeat.com

QUICKFEAT.COM